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Definitions of metadata
• “…structured data about digital (and non-digital) 
resources that can be used to help support a wide 
range of operations. These might include, for 
example, resource description and discovery, the 
management of information resources (including 
rights management) and their long-term 
preservation. “ (UKOLN)
• “…the sum total of what one can say about any 
information object at any level of aggregation.”
(Gilliland)
• Metadata is data about data
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Who uses metadata?
• Scientists
– Manage datasets and digital objects
• Business
– Organization and protection of proprietary data
– Communication and industry standardization
• Museums, other cultural heritage institutions
• Libraries
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Why do libraries use it?
• Traditional cataloging: Organize and access local 
collections
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Why do libraries use it?
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Why do libraries use it?
• Share information about collections 
– MARC
• OCLC 
– OAIster…
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Why do libraries use it?
• G
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Why do libraries use it?
• Manage complex digital objects
– e.g. Digitized photograph w/ TIFF master image, 
screen-sized JPEG, and thumbnail-sized JPEG
– e.g. Digitized book…
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Metadata at work…
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What kinds of metadata are there?
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Types of metadata (function)
• Metadata often classified by the function of the 
information it captures
• There are 5 basic types
– Descriptive
– Technical
– Preservation
– Rights
– Structural
• Markup
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Descriptive:  Dublin Core
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Descriptive: 
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Technical: TIFF Header
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Preservation: 
• “Preservation metadata is information that supports and 
documents the digital preservation process:
– Provenance: Who has had custody/ownership of the digital 
object?
– Authenticity: Is the digital object what it purports to be?
– Preservation Activity: What has been done to preserve the 
digital object?
– Technical Environment: What is needed to render and use 
the digital object?
– Rights Management: What intellectual property rights must 
be observed?”
(PREMIS Information Sheet)
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Rights:             , 
• CDL’s Assessment of Common Rights Metadata Encoding Schemes and Gap 
Analysis suggests that the following are needed:
– Creator, personal 
– Creator, corporate 
– Creator (unspecified) 
– Creator death date 
– Copyright holder 
– Date of publication 
– Date of copyright 
– Date of creation 
– Date of renewal 
– Publisher 
– Country of publication 
– Published/unpublished 
– Type of resource 
– Contact information
– Other terms and conditions
• Rights metadata found in many other schemas
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Structural: 
• ‘Wrapper’ schema for descriptive, administrative and 
structural metadata
• Used to manage complex digital objects
– How many files are there?
– What are they called?
– Where are they stored?
– How do they fit together?
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Markup: 
• A way to make text machine-readable
– Publishing (print and online)
– Humanities research
• HTML
• TEI (Text Encoding Initiative)
• CBML (Comic Book Markup Language)
– Based on TEI
– Allows representation of unique structures and 
conventions in comic books…
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Markup: 
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Types of metadata (content)
• Many standards have been created to describe 
particular types of content
– Images (MIX)
– Learning objects (LOM, SCORM)
– Geospatial data (FGDC)
– Archival finding aids (EAD)
– …and many more! 
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Where does metadata come from?
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Content Management Systems (CMS)
• Descriptive metadata:
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Content Management Systems (CMS)
• Technical metadata:
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Content Management Systems (CMS)
• Pros
– Easy to use
– Ability to customize
– Ability to apply controlled vocabularies
– Metadata is integrated with other functions
• Cons
– Requires software
– Not infinitely flexible
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Image capture devices
• Scanners, cameras, etc.
• Automatic capture of technical metadata
– Date of capture
– Settings
– Color information
• Usually a proprietary format
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Image capture devices
• Pros
– Automatic capture
– Embedded and reusable
– Aids in preservation
• Cons
– Usually proprietary format – not a standard
– Can be difficult to extract
– Limited to technical metadata
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Spreadsheets and databases
• F
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Spreadsheets and databases
• Pros
– Easy to use
– Flexible
• Cons
– Limited functionality
– More sophisticated functionality requires 
expertise to create
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XML
• F
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XML
• Pros
– Very powerful
– Very flexible
– Does not require proprietary software
• Cons
– Requires expertise
• Alternative: have something else create it for you
– CMS, database, etc.
– Then have to transform it somehow…
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Existing metadata
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Existing metadata
• Pros
– Efficient
– Utilizes existing assets
– Tools exist to help convert
• Cons
– Most projects won’t fit an existing mapping 
exactly
– Requires expertise to customize or create from 
scratch
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What kind of metadata should I use?
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Standards: Your best friend
• Allow you to share data
– Benefits users
• One-stop shopping
• Aggregation of subject-specific resources
– Benefits institutions
• Increased exposure
• Broader user base
• Bringing together distributed collections
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Standards: Your best friend
• Well designed, documented, and supported
– Designing an effective scheme is difficult
– Your collections aren’t dependent on any staff 
member
– Better chance of preserving for the future
– Official documentation and user communities for 
troubleshooting
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Which standard should I use?
• Institution
– Infrastructure and capabilities
– Community
• Standard
– What does it do well?
– Who uses it?
– What is required to create it?
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Which standard should I use?
• Materials
– Genre, format, etc.
– Existing metadata
• Project
– Level of description needed
– Need relationships between records and 
versions?
– Other uses for metadata? (Sharing, reuse, 
aggregation)
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Which standard should I use?
Most importantly…
…what will the users of the collection need?
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Sharing metadata
• You’ve scanned
• You’ve created metadata
• You used standards…
• You’re ready to share, right?
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Who’s that guy on the horse?
(Smithsonian National Portrait Gallery)
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Sharing metadata
• Can still have the ‘on a horse’ problem (Wendler)
– Individual records rely on local context
– Example: ‘Images of Theodore Roosevelt’
collection
• Title: ‘On a horse’
– When removed from original context (the 
collection), metadata is incomplete
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Sharing metadata
• H
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Sharing metadata
• How to avoid this problem
– Collection-level description
• Other important stuff…
– Internal consistency
– Pay attention to community best practice
– Use controlled vocabularies
– Keep sharing in mind while creating metadata 
schemes
– And finally…
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Sharing metadata
We’re only human…
Insert quality control into your metadata processes 
whenever possible
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Thank you!
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Questions?
• schlosser.40@osu.edu
• Thank you to
– Jenn Riley, Metadata Librarian, Indiana 
University
– Maureen Walsh, Metadata Librarian, OSU
